
Adventure #2 

Dragon & Kraken 

 

 
 

Last session, the PCs escaped the dread Pyramid of Shadows, climbing down the steep 

embankment and fighting an ambush of monkey-monsters on the slopes.  They had made 

their way to the beachhead where several rowboats pulled up from a ship offshore named 

the Crimson Cutter. The captain himself, Horace Cutter, observed their interaction via 

telescope while the PCs talked to the men who had been ordered to investigate this 

bizarre pyramid that appeared on Deadpan’s Isle out of nowhere and collect any treasure 

and loot they could find.  The PCs warned them of the danger within, including a dragon, 

but the pirates were more worried about Cutter’s wrath than dragon jaws (perhaps 

unjustly so).  

 

The pirates clambered up the slope toward uncertain doom while the PCs waited on the 

beach.  A wind picks up and black clouds blow in, and soon rain is spattering the sand 

and they’re all soaked and still waiting, and that’s when the tendrils of mist begin to coil 

over the island like hungry tentacles.  They also see a jellyfish-like thing flying high in 

the air, and it ultimately swoops down into the ruptured tip of the pyramid where they 

hear an angry dragon confront it.  



 

The Crimson Cutter hauls ass back to the docks, abandoning the eight crewmen on the 

island, and the heroes hop into their discarded rowboats and start paddling to the far 

shore.  But halfway across the narrow sound the group is intercepted in the choppy water 

by a flying ship named the Wind Ghost and her attractive captain, Arya.  In fact, the 

whole crew of the Wind Ghost is female, and the captain of the Cutter is Arya’s ill-

admired ex-husband.  

 

 

 

A rope is lowered and they’re hauled 

onboard and quickly brought to the docks 

they saw in the distance.  Behind them 

though, the Pyramid of Shadows has been 

thoroughly obscured by storm clouds and 

a frightfully large black plinth of stone 

nearly a mile high.  More jellyfish things 

swarm around it like fat black flies, and 

they’re shocked to see the cobalt dragon 

Ozymandarion streaking for safety on the 

main island with several jellyfish in 

pursuit.  

 

 

It turns out that this black tower is known 

locally as the Abolethic Sovereignty, 

something that rose from the Sea of Stars 

years ago once the water starting 

receding into an Underdark ocean after 

the catastrophic Spellplague.  No one 

knows much about it, but the thing is never known to have landed.  Until now. 

 

The group disembarked from the Wind Ghost and Arya and crew lead them up a shallow 

incline to a muddy hole of a town known as Scuttlecove. The most distinguishing feature 

of this otherwise unremarkable place is the Dragon, the tavern converted from the skull 

of a gargantuan beast that died here.  Arya leads the way into a smoky den full of foul 

smelling sailors and cheap liquor.  

 



 
 

Along the way Captain Arya has explained that the Wind Ghost is part of the Five 

Companies of Halruaa, some of the last flying vessels of that fabled land of magic and 

mystery before the Spellplague arrived one hundred years ago and practically obliterated 

the entire nation.  Few people survived the massacre, and very little magic survived 

either, but there are five flying ships still in existence and three of them are in the vicinity 

of Scuttlecove: the Wind Ghost, the Thunder Hammer, and the Crimson Cutter.  

Unfortunately, the Crimson Cutter has been disabled and is waterbound and no use 

anchoring to their Flying Fortress and hauling it out of there.  The PCs are confused until 

Arya points to the distant peaks at the high part of the island where tiny flags whip in the 

wind.  A Halruann earthmote is anchored up there, a massive chunk of earth and stone 

and castle broken free from its moorings in the old kingdom.  They’ve been guarding it 

for a hundred years, before she was even born, and Arya is not about to let some 

goddamned squids take it away from them! 

 

The problem is that it needs at least two ships to move the castle, and the Thunder 

Hammer is not back from its business in Turmish yet.  

 

This is all rolled into their discussion as they plop into chairs at the Dragon and order a 

round of rum.   

 

But they’re hardly alone.  A scruffy fellow named Tucker plants his hands on the table 

and growls at Arya: 



 

“Where the hell is Cutter?  What’s going on?  Are we staying? Leavin’? And who are 

these bastards you brought with you?”  His words are accentuated by low threats from 

other patrons. 

 

“Shut your hole, Tucker,” says Arya. “Cutter is on the way.  The Wind Ghost for one 

isn’t going anywhere without the Fortress, but we need the Thunder Hammer.  Gwynn, 

go down to their house and see if anyone there has a way to magically contact the 

Hammer.  I think they do, a ritual of some sort. Bring me news as fast as you can.” 

 

Gwynn runs out while more irritated pirates pile closer, trying to figure out what the hell 

to do next.  The PCs don’t really say or do anything, just sit quietly and try not to draw 

undue attention, but this seems like a rowdy crowd.  A SCARED, rowdy crowd.  

 

Just about then the door bangs open and all six feet five inches of Captain Horace H. 

Cutter surges into the room with crewmates in tow.  

 
 

“Arya,” he says in a low voice filled with obvious disdain  

 

“Horace,” she answers in kind. 

 

He pulls up a chair and plops down beside her while his comrades continue milling into 

the already busy room.  



 

“I think we have a problem, my love,” he says with sarcasm.  “And I want to know what 

you intend to do about it.” 

 

“We’re waiting for the Thunder Hammer, no question. If I were you…love…I would get 

on your limp boat and paddle as far away from here as you can.” 

 

“And I have a counterproposal…my sweet…that I commandeer the Wind Ghost and 

leave on my own whether the Thunder Hammer is here or not.” 

 

“Yeah, good idea, cap!” says Tucker.   

 

Arya levels a cool stare at Cutter.  “You’re not going onboard my fucking ship,” she says 

simply. “Don’t even mention that again.” 

 

“Don’t be an idiot,” he snarls.  “Have you seen that thing out there?  At least the pyramid 

was just a mystery, now we have death itself knocking on our doorstep!  We shouldn’t 

even be sitting here discussing this!”  

 

“Jes take it, captain,” says Tucker.  “She’s jest a woman.” 

 

Nadia, Arya’s one-eyed second in command, growls in her throat, stands, grabs a mug, 

shouting, “And your ugly arse isn’t going onboard either!” and slams the mug into 

Tucker’s temple.  Glass shatters, blood splashes, the man is down writhing and then three 

others lunge for Nadia, trying to punch her in the stomach and face.  

 

This instigates a Skill challenge barroom brawl that the heroes are inadvertently sucked 

into through no fault of their own. Actually, this was a whole lot of fun. Elgweth the 

revenant assassin deftly leaps to a table and then dances across the heads of three 

surprised pirates and somersaults to the floor behind him. The magic boots “Reckless” 

encourage him to do it actually, to do the most risky thing possible and the boots are 

inwardly cheering the revenant on the whole time (actually, because of his digestion of 

the Eye of Vecna, and the ensuing problems that will arise from that little act, Elgweth is 

going to be granted life as a drow in the near future by Lloth when he levels up). 

 

Xixxit the quickling rogue uses the confusion and commotion to start picking pockets, 

and he does this so deftly and dexterously that for three rounds that he actually manages 

to swipe quite a bit of gold.  He darts under tables, snips pouches from the unconscious 

(or conscious) and otherwise avoids the fight completely while making off with goods 

and giggling maniacally.  

 

Lea the cleric of Ioun tries to help Arya’s crew.  Nadia is taking a nasty beating, and all 

of the women except for Captain Arya are part of the brawl (in fact, Arya and Cutter are 

still seated and heatedly discussing something while chairs fly around them).  Lea 

bandages a girl’s wounds and pushes her back into the brawl with words of 

encouragement.  



 

Olent takes a running start and body slams himself into three blokes, knocking all of them 

to the ground.  He rolls and away and weaves into the chaos, looking for someone else to 

tackle.  Elgweth helps him, racing to the longest table and sliding down its length, 

punching as he goes. 

 

This finally leaves Raven the human druid who futilely tries to calm things down with 

Diplomacy…and fails horribly three rounds in a row (we did the Obsidian skill thing).  

“Please, can everyone just calm down?  There’s no need for—[interrupted by fist in her 

face].  [note to self- maybe I need to speak louder].  “Really, if you would just calm down 

there is a reasonable way to—[another fist crashes into her lip; her third and final chance 

to defend herself with a chair also gets her punched through the rungs].   

 

Nevertheless, the heroes are able to win the skill challenge and control the flow of 

combat in the room for the most part.  

 

 
 

A short while later the tavern is a scene of destruction.  Tables are turned over; chairs 

smashed and broken; someone has been thrown out a window and is rolling in the pigshit 

outside while oinkers snuffle and snort over him (the map actually has little pigs drawn 

outside the window).  But Cutter stands up with an authoritative glare and shouts:  

“ENOUGH of this!  Now listen to me you cretins, we’re going to—” 

 



But the captain is interrupted by a horrendous roar from outside.  The rafters shake.  The 

staghorn chandelier quivers.  Faces pale across the room as the roar repeats itself even 

closer, but the PCs have heard this particular roar before: it is Ozymandarion the cobalt 

dragon. 

 

A wide-eyed man surges into the front door.  “There’s a fucking DRAGON out there! 

RUN!” 

 

Someone leaps out the shattered window.  The last table is tipped over as half a dozen 

people streak for the back door. A whole new kind of chaos envelopes the room.  And 

then the dragon speaks. 

 

“THOSE INSIDE!  COME OUT AT ONCE OR YOU SHALL ALL PERISH 

HORRIBLY.” 

 

Ozymandarion has given them an ultimatum, and the heroes don’t really want to piss the 

dragon off more than he already is.  They volunteer to step out first. But Lea leans over to 

Captain Arya.  “Do you have any blue gems?”  “What?”  “Blue gems.  For the dragon.  

They make him happy.”  “What are you talking about?  You know this dragon?” 

 

Thinking quickly, Lea says, “Yes, we were running from him inside the pyramid.  In fact, 

it is HIS fault the pyramid is here, not ours!”  Arya rolls her eyes at their collective bad 

luck. 

 

They step out into the sultry summer air and see that Ozymandarion has landed in the 

central square and dislodged six familiar dwarves from his back.  The heroes recognize 

them from Brighthaven, most notably Ulando Deepgem, Skorne and Pat the Gender-

Confused dwarf.  Skorne is the one who suffered the radical alignment change and called 

the rain of blue gems for his master.  

 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 

“YOU!  I KNOW YOU!” the dragon roars.  “YOU GAVE ME THE DAMNED DECK 

OF MANY THINGS!  BEGONE FROM MY SIGHT.  IT IS AS MUCH A CURSE AS 

A BLESSING.  TO THE OTHERS – COME FORTH OR SUFFER THE 

CONSEQUENCES!” 

 

Well, the heroes consider that good actually, to be dismissed by the dragon and not held 

accountable for anything. 

 

“I AM OZYMANDARION AND I CLAIM THIS PATHETIC HOVEL AS MY OWN.  

YOU ARE ALL NOW UNDER MY LEADERSHIP.  HAIL ME AS YOUR LIEGE 

AND PROTECTOR OR PAY WITH YOUR WORTHLESS LIVES.”  

 

A number of pirates are quivering in the shade of the dragon skull.  Captain Cutter has 

stepped out as well, looking scared but too ballsy and arrogant to turn and run in front of 

his own crew.  

 

“COME FORWARD,” the dragon commands, and Cutter brusquely nudges a mate.  The 

tattooed man slinks forward, throwing fearful glances back at his comrades until he is 

standing in front of the dragon. 

 

“GIVE IT TO HIM,” commands the dragon to Ulando Deepgem.  The dwarf reaches into 

his shirt and pulls out a familiar Deck of Many Things. 

 

“PULL THREE CARDS OR DIE, HUMAN.” 

 

“Wh……do what? 

 

“PULL THREE CARDS!” 

 

Shaking head to toe, the bewildered man reaches into the deck that Ulando has spread. 

Three players picked a card each.  Yet again, defying the odds, nothing catastrophic 

happened. In fact, they pulled some similar results.  The pirate receives some XP and a 

wondrous magical item; a black leather belt appears around his waist, securing a solid 

gold flintlock pistol in the holster. He hands it to the dwarf who gives it to the dragon, 

who is mildly bemused.  The pirate’s Defenses are all permanently dropped by one at the 

end, so he is dismissed, shaking and sweating but not trapped by the Domjon or forced to 

fight Death alone.  But that might be the case for the next unfortunate victim. 

 

“ANOTHER!” bellows the dragon.  “YOU! STEP FORWARD!  PICK THREE CARDS 

OR DIE!” 

 

So the terrified pirates end up practically having ballots as their number is called (#38, it 

is your turn, step up please, thank you). 

 



The heroes think this is completely unfair of the dragon, but they cannot think of a better 

gang of people right now to get screwed over.  They gently drag Arya and her crewmates 

away from the dragon, circumvent him and head down the path toward the docks and the 

Wind Ghost. 

 

“We’re leaving,” whispers Arya.  “You’ve proven yourself useful enough.  I’ll make you 

a deal.  Help us fight and escape.  Help us defend the Fortress and I’ll take you anywhere 

you want to go.” 

 

Sounds fair enough.  They shake on it but soon hear feet running up behind them. It is 

Ulando the Dwarf. 

 

“Elgweth! You are alive! (sort of).  Olent. Raven. All.  We never expected to see you 

again.  Ozymandarion has gone nearly mad with rage.  His home was destroyed. OUR 

home was destroyed, melting beneath us as the pyramid crumbled. And the sounds, such 

horrible sounds from down below. But he has become addicted to the Deck of Things.  

Many of our people have been lost to its madness, but his craving is insatiable. It is like a 

drug!  He will force any lesser creature to succumb and takes its treasures for himself.” 

 

“What will you do next, Ulando?”   

 

The dwarf sighs.  “Master Ozy will not stay here, despite what he says.  This humid 

climate is far from the chill of the Spine of the World.  He will reap what he can and then 

depart most likely.  And we will loyally follow.” 

 

Well, they wish the dwarf good luck in getting off the island, and watch him walk back to 

the Deck of Many Things fiasco.  Cutter is back there too, but they have a feeling that is 

not the last they’ve seen of good old Horace.   

 

Meanwhile, the heroes and Arya and crew see people waving at them from the docks.  

“Something’s happening!” they shout, beckoning them closer.  

 

A group is gathered on the piers, peering at the black tower in the distance that has settled 

on Deadman’s Isle. Jellyfish still swirl around, but at the base something new is 

happening.  The last vestiges of the jungle are visible and something is ripping down 

trees in a great swath.  Within seconds the beachhead explodes and a massive black 

tornado swirls into the water, instantly becoming a swaying waterspout.  Several smaller 

versions of itself splinter off and the group heads generally southward, skirting both the 

Tower and Scuttlecove (and ta-da! Probably the one and only time I’ll need five minis of 

a tornado). 

 



 
 

The heroes have seen this thing before in Pyramid session #4:  it is the Arborean Black 

Wind, the god of the plant-people who thought that Paldemar was their savior who would 

free them from imprisonment.  Last time they saw this demi-god it was tearing its temple 

to pieces in a fit of rage and the heroes ran for their lives.  

 

But that is not the end of it. At the base of the isle the water boils and surges, and then a 

large submerged hump is moving toward the docks.  Mutters of fear rise and soon give 

way to shrieks as the thing’s size and speed become apparent.  It will cross the sound in 

less than a minute and be on top of them. 

 

“To the Ghost Wind!” shouts Arya.  “NOW! Go! Go! Go!” 

 

The heroes don’t need much prompting. There are a few boats in the harbor other than 

the Crimson Cutter, but that is easily the biggest ship.  A smaller dinghy is trying 

desperately to raise its sails and pull away.  

 



 

The bulge under the water grows.  

Shark-like fins crest the surface.  

Water froths and roils and sprays and 

then something HUGE is rising near 

the dinghy, a wave of water rippling 

out from its greenish black scales.   

 

The monster is a hybrid of fish and 

humanoid, and of all things it carries a 

severed head in its hand, but by scale, 

the thing must surely be the head of a 

giant or titan.  

 

Gwynn’s scream pierces the deck of 

the Ghost Wind and confirms their 

fears:  “KRAKEN!” she shouts.  

“KRAAAAKKKKEN!” 

 

The kraken raises the severed head by 

the hair, its dead eyes lolling back into 

its skull, but then the eyes begin to 

glow!  On the deck of the dinghy the 

nearest man freezes, mesmerized, and then his body and clothing transforms to stone.  He 

topples into the churning surf.  Everyone else is swiftly turned to stone too, and then the 

masthead cracks, turning gray, and then stone rivulets crawl down the stern side and the 

port bow ruptures out and the dinghy gurgles and drops like a stone into the sea, dragging 

its passengers to a seaweed-soaked death.  

 



 
 

[This is one of those situations where the mini just tells the story; I never would have 

thought of a giant medusa head; as if a dang kraken isn’t bad enough on its own.  That 

mini is Dagon actually; glad I was finally able to use it!] 

 

There is no way anyone is going to roll initiative with that motherfucker. Everybody has 

clambered onto the Ghost Wind which is tethered on land behind the docks.  The kraken 

surges forward, demolishing one of the docks in an explosion of rotted wood.  

 

“All aboard!  We’re hauling off! Pronto! Cut those lines!  PHILLIP!  Get us out of here!”  

 

Philip? The PCs don’t see anyone beside the girls, and they’re all busy unfurling sails, 

tying off ropes and clambering up nets.  More than a few are also jamming bullets into 

flintlock pistols.  

 

The Ghost Wind rocks, unhooked from its tethers, and with a creak of wood and rush of 

wind in fabric, she starts to rise. The gangplank is pulled up as the Kraken continues to 

ravage the docks.  For all they know it might just clamber into town.  

 

But now they have to decide which way to go.  They don’t want the dragon Ozy to see 

the boat; he might be interested in it.  The Flying Fortress is nestled in the highest peaks 

of the Pirate Isle, nearly invisible except for the waving pennants. They elect to hover 

north and then cut back, using the mountain range as a shield.  



 

 
 

“Gwynn!  Any word on the Thunder Hammer?” 

 

“Yes sir, two hours out.  They’re firing the boilers and moving top speed.” 

 

Arya nods.  “Good.  Good.  As soon as they arrive we’ll be able to leave.  The Fortress is 

just impossible for one ship to haul.  Even the Thunder Hammer and its insane storm 

elemental.” 

 

The Ghost Wind it turns out is a pleasure cruiser from Halruaa’s heyday.  It is not an 

offensive vessel and does not have cannons. The crew is the only appreciable defense.  

The Crimson Cutter is armed to the teeth with cannons and Arya suspects that it could 

punch enough holes in the fucking kraken to kill it…except no one is onboard the Cutter 

right now.  And without its ability to take flight it is at a severe disadvantage.  The 

Thunder Hammer also has impressive offenses and maneuverability.  

 

For the first time the heroes get to look around the main deck of the Ghost Wind in more 

detail.  The ship is large, one-hundred fifty feet from bow to stern and featuring three 

sub-levels.  Arya spots something strange though and walks toward a churning wall of 

white and gray clouds that she did not notice during their first brief jaunt on the ship.  

 



The stern of the ship features magical runes and a rippling wall of vapor.  Within seconds 

a face forms out of the fog, and she recognizes this face as being the same one on the 

masthead! 

 

 
 

“HELLO LITTLE ONE,” booms a deep but kindly voice.  “A NEW CREW MEMBER.  

WHO IS THIS ONE, CAPTAIN ARYA?” 



 

“This is Lea.  Lea, meet Phillip.” 

 

She stares up at the massive cloud head and mumbles a greeting.  Laughing, the 

elemental inhales and then exhales a gust of wind into the sails, filling them as the vessel 

soars higher and higher and higher and soon crests the peaks to the north.  The pennants 

wave at them closer now and they can see the individual towers of the Fortress.  

 
 

They don’t know what waits inside exactly, but Arya has hinted at accumulated Halruaan 

wealth, magic and history that cannot afford to be lost. All they have to do is make it a 

few more hours and the Thunder Hammer will arrive to aid them.  Meanwhile, there is an 

ornery dragon in Scuttlecove with an ornery Captain Cutter and his crew and an ornery 

kraken in the harbor with a fucking epic level medusa head and ornery flying fucking 

aboleths in the sky nearby, and the heroes still don’t know exactly why all of this has 

coincided with the arrival of the Pyramid of Shadows.  They will find out soon enough. 

 

And there we stopped.  


